Job offer (posted 30 August 2019)

Community Builder
LightOn needs to expand its business development team with a person who will help us build a
strong community of users.
Environment LightOn is a young « deep tech » startup developing a disruptive optical co-processor
technology called Optical Processing Unit (OPU) for the needs of Artificial Intelligence
computations. Our OPUs offer unmatched computing capabilities on very large data, at low
power. We have made our technology accessible through the cloud to the Artificial Intelligence
community at large.
LightOn’s fast-growing team is young and international, and shares the same passion for cuttingedge technology. Our offices are located in the heart of Paris.
Profile
-

You will be expected to grow and manage an international community of users. As a result,
fluency in English (spoken and written) is a must.
You have an interest – and ideally a track record - in building a technical user community
for a startup with an international scope.
Familiarity with CRM tools, Machine Learning and/or GitHub is appreciated but is not a
requirement.
You have a higher education degree in business, science communication, science or
engineering. Outstanding candidates with other profiles and experience will be
considered.

Job responsibilities

The person will be reporting directly to the CEO and will

•

Build and manage the LightOn Cloud user community which includes the following tasks:
- Interact with every user, identify specific needs,
- Manage a user forum (exchange of code / articles or technical reports / best practices
...),
- Write newsletters,
- Organize events,
- Help improve onboarding processes / technical support, etc

•

More generally, contribute to the PR of the company: differentiated newsletters (investors,
press, general public), website, social networks, international press; and provide marketing
insights to refine LightOn Cloud offer.

Full-time position based in Paris, to be filled as soon as possible. Work schedule : 35h / week, 5 week
vacation. Compensation according to profile and experience. Work permit in EU is preferred albeit
not required.
Contact: Send your application with a CV to jobs@lighton.io with [Community builder] in the subject
line. Short-listed applicants will be asked to provide references.

